
A poem on the saints of Munster

(Tugsad naoimh mumhan go maith…)

Luke McInerney, M.A.1

Among a collection of poetical works compiled in classical Irish in the Royal Irish 
Academy is a text titled Tugsad naoimh mumhan go maith. An investigation of 
secondary sources indicates that this text has, perhaps for want of information about its 
provenance and original authorship, been largely overlooked by historians, with the 
exception of antiquarians Eugene O’Curry and R.W. Twigge. Of the latter we owe a debt 
for his reference to this oft-forgotten poem. The poem is found amongst a collection 
that deals with St Seanán of Inis Cathaigh, but otherwise offers no further clues as to its 
identity or the reason for its composition, aside from the fact that surviving copies were 
transcribed in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries exclusively in the context of other 
religious compilations relating to St Seanán. 

Judging from the language used and subject matter, the poem derived from an ancient 
exemplar which is now lost. It is fruitful to speculate that the original exemplar 
contained other portions relating to Co. Clare saints such as St Seanán of Inis Cathaigh 
and perhaps ultimately had a scribal connection with southwest Co. Clare. The oldest 
version of the poem extant, which can be dated to the early eighteenth century, 
provides us with an interesting tract composed in Classical Irish and which touches on 
several obscure saints of Co. Clare and surrounding counties. The poem is printed here 
with a translation for the first time, in order to further the study of the Irish
hagiographic tradition. 

Scribal history 

Copies of the poem survive in five manuscript witnesses, the earliest of which was 
written in the 1720s. It is highly probable that all five versions derive from the original 
produced in the 1720s which, in turn, was taken from a now lost and unknown older 
exemplar. The importance of the poem is not lost on the fact that only a handful of facts 
can be positively ascertained about the poem’s provenance and reason for compilation. 

Clearly, however, the poem provides a useful description of many saints associated with 
Co. Clare and adjoining counties, some of which are essentially unknown and 
encountered for the first time through this text. Its presence also speaks of the interest 
shown by scribes in preserving lore associated with local saints, despite some of them 
being obscure and seldom, if at all, featuring in manuscripts or in the work of the 
Ordnance Survey officials who visited Co. Clare in 1839. 

Four versions of the poem appear in Royal Irish Academy’s manuscripts under the 
respective shelfmarks: 23 L 11, p.263; 12 E 23, p.86; 3 B 2, p.29; 24 C 29, p.259. Each 
                                                            
1 The author wishes to acknowledge the kind assistance Prof. Pádraig Ó Riain, Brian Ó Dálaigh and Martin 
Breen in the preparation of this article. 



is a faithful copy and contains ten quadrants. The fifth copy is found lodged at
Maynooth Library and, like RIA 23 L 11, is of eighteenth century provenance. The 
Maynooth manuscript has the shelfmark MS C 41 p.66 and was copied by the notable 
Co. Clare lexicographer and scion of Clann Chruitín, a professional seanchaidhe family, 
Aindrias Mac Cruitín. Because of the manuscripts’ association with Aindrias Mac Cruitín 
who was a prolific transcriber of native literature, it is highly feasible that the version of 
the poem contained in MS C 41 was the version in which the later RIA 23 L 11 was 
copied from in 1780. The two manuscript versions are almost identical, indicating the 
scribal continuity of a faithful copyist. 

Aindrias Mac Cruitín’s life and works have been detailed at length elsewhere.2 Suffice to
say Aindrias was born at Moyglass, near Milltown Malbay in west Co. Clare, where he 
worked as a teacher and scribe. Some dozen manuscripts in his hand survive, including 
a full transcription of the fourteenth century saga-text Caithréim Thoirdhealbhaigh
composed for his patron Tadhg Mac Conmara in 1721.3

Mac Cruitín does not leave us with any details as to the origin of the poem, but it was 
copied along with other poems and religious material relating to southwest Co. Clare, 
including such tracts as Beatha Sheanáin (Life of St Seanán) and Amhra Sheanáin mhic 
Geirginn (The Eulogy of Seanán son Geirgeann). The manuscript in which these works 
appeared contains a brief note indicating that it was written for Éamonn Ó Maolruanaigh 
and his wife ‘Seabhán’ in 1721.4 She may be the woman who featured in a second 
dedication in the manuscript, ‘Seabhan inghean tSiamais Mhic Conmara’. 5

Contextually, the fact that the poem occupied a space amongst texts about St Seanán is 
suggestive that the exemplar used by Mac Cruitín may have been procured from 
southwest Co. Clare and was also a composite manuscript, containing fragments of 
poetry, saints’ lives and other devotional material. The date 9/4/1721 is given for when 
Mac Cruitín completed MS C 41. 

Intriguingly, there is a scribal note adorned on the side of the text copied by Mac 
Cruitín. This note reads ‘Error Sanctus Flannanus Romae Episcopus consecratus an. 639. 
Senanus autem obit an. 554. D.C.’ and is copied, almost exactly, in the RIA manuscript, 
23 L 11. This feature, along with the handwriting and formatting, places RIA Ms 23 L 11 
as an accurate copy of Mac Cruitín’s 1721 manuscript version, including the faithful 
rendering of marginalia. The Latin scribal note, written in a different hand, was perhaps

                                                            
2 See T. O’Rahílly, ‘Deasgan Tuanach: Selections from Modern Clare Poets. II. Aindrias Mac Cruitín Cct’, The 
Irish Monthly, Vol. 53, No. 619 (Jan., 1925), pp. 45-47; and L. Ó Luaighnigh, (ed). Dánta Aindréis Mhic 
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3 Trinity College Dublin, MS. H 1 18 (no. 1292).
4 Pádraig Ó Fiannachta, et. al, Lámhscríbhinní Gaeilge Choláiste Phádraig Má Nuad, Fasc.V., An Sagart, 1968, 
p.78 (viz. 3 B 10/ C 41).
5 Ibid.



of a later date (though before 1780 when it is copied in RIA 23 L 11) and the appellation 
‘D.C.’, is identified later in the manuscript under the section headed Finnmhaith inghean 
Bhuidhe. In this section the abbreviated initials are expanded to ‘D. Cusack’ and again 
follow a short note in Latin. Little else is known about the authorship and subsequent 
owners of Mac Cruitín’s manuscript. We are more fortunate for the scribal notes that 
adorn other surviving manuscript copies and which caste light on the manuscript 
tradition in late eighteenth and early nineteenth century Co. Clare. 

The catalogue of the Royal Irish Academy furnishes us with few details concerning the 
origin and subsequent history of the Ms 23 L 11 version. Fortuitously, the presence of 
marginalia by various handlers and owners provides us with a glimpse as to its history. 
The manuscript version RIA 23 L 11 was copied by Antony O’Brien in 1780 in ‘Dunaha 
Chaple’ and at ‘Querrin’ also in Dunaha. The manuscript was completed by O’Brien on 
25 September 1780 on a ‘wet morning’ at Querrin. About O’Brien we know
comparatively little, only that he transcribed a ‘Life of Saint Senan of Scattery Island’ 
that was translated into English by his contemporary, the well-known Irish poet and 
hedge-school teacher, John Lloyd. This is significant for it indicates that the manuscript 
was in circulation among the better known Co. Clare copyists and school teachers, some 
of whom were members of a small clique of Gaelic poets centred on Ennis in the late 
eighteenth century.6

John Lloyd authored his ‘Tour of Clare’ in 17807 and was identified by Eugene O’Curry as 
‘a teacher in the parish of Dunaha’ and well known to O’Curry’s father8, making it highly 
likely that Lloyd was also acquainted with O’Brien. RIA 23 L 11 was in the possession of 
various owners, some of which recorded their possession of the manuscript in the 
marginalia. William Blake of Newmarket-on-Fergus (Coradh Chatilín) occurs with the 
dates 1812 and 1821 where he translated some of the text into English. The names
‘Patt. McMahon, Limk’ and ‘Eamon O Leghn’ also occur, and O’Curry left an 
autobiographical note dated 1842. 

Nineteenth century manuscript versions
Several nineteenth century manuscript versions are extant. It is not clear, however, if 
the exemplar used was the version written by Antony O’Brien in 1780 or the original 
compiled by Aindrias Mac Cruitín in 1721. One scribe, Micheál Óg Ó Hannracháin of 
Ballykett near Kilrush compiled RIA 12 E 23 which he completed in 1833. The poem on 
the saints of Munster occurs on folio 86, and the title page of the manuscript concludes 
with the names of Aindrias Mac Cruitín who re-wrote the life (i.e. St Seanán), and that of 
Ó Hannracháin. 
                                                            
6 Brian Ó Dálaigh, ‘Tomás Ó Míocháin and the Ennis School of Gaelic Poetry c.1130-1804’, Dal gCais, vol.11, 
1993, pp.55-73.
7 John Lloyd,  A Short Tour; or, an Impartial and Accurate Description of the County of Clare with Some 
Particular and Historical Observations, Printed by John Busteed & George Trinder, Ennis, 1780.
8 Eugene O’Curry, Catalogue of Irish Manuscripts: Hodges & Smith Collection, Vol 1, p.28. On another 
description of John Lloyd’s life and publication of one of his poems see Brian O’Looney, A Collection of Poem 
Written On Different Occasions by the Clare Bards in Honor of the Macdonnells of Kilkee and Killone,  in the 
County of Clare, pp.v-vi, 59-63.



The next manuscript version of the poem appears in RIA 3 B 2 at folio 29m and is the 
writing of Micheál Ó Rághailliodh. He compiled the version between the years 1841-
1846, completing it at Inis Diomáin (Ennistymon) in the second year of the Famine, 
which over the course of the next few years ravaged west Co. Clare, being particularly 
severe around Ennistymon.9 In this version the poem is presented as a form of dialogue 
between Seanán and Bréanainn. 

The manuscript RIA 24 C 29 also contains a version of the poem (folio 259) copied by 
Brian Ó Luana (1828–1901), later Professor of Irish at the Catholic University of Ireland,
which he wrote in 1859 during his prodigious attempt to collect the remaining fragments 
of traditional lore and poetry in Co. Clare. This version contains scribal annotations 
which indicate that the manuscript was once owned by William Smith O’Brien and that it 
was copied faithfully from ‘O’Rahilly’s book’ (i.e. RIA 3 B 2). 

Antiquarian R.W. Twigge 

The version of the poem presented here is mainly from Antony O’Brien’s 1780 
transcription, though some parts rely on Mac Cruitín’s 1721 copy. O’Brien’s version 
appears in translation amongst the miscellaneous historical collection of antiquary R.W. 
Twigge, known as Materials for a History of Clann-Cuilein.10 Twigge’s magnum opus, an
eleven volume work, was donated to the British Museum by his widow Frances Susan 
MacNamara on Twigge’s death in 1915. The work remains unedited, but remains an 
important collection of miscellaneous documents and historical material relating to the 
Mac Conmara family of east Clare and is currently held at the British Library in London. 
Twigge himself had a serious interest in the history and genealogy of Clann Mhic
Chonmara, marrying Frances Susan, daughter of Col. Francis MacNamara, High Sheriff 
of Co. Clare and of Ennistymon House, in 1888. He extended his interest into the field of 
genealogy, publishing a book of Mac Conmara pedigrees in 1908.11

The poem appears in the section titled ‘Ecclesiastical history of East Clare’ in volume 
eleven of Twigge’s Materials for a History of Clann-Cuilein. It must be said, however, 
that Twigge’s translation is inaccurate, as are some of his transcriptions of saints’ 
names. To this end, a more accurate transcription and translation is presented in the 
appendices of this paper to correct Twigge’s defects. 

Nonetheless, Twigge’s work on the ecclesiastical history of Clann Chuiléin remains 
valuable and is as varied as including notes on the hagiology of Clann Chuiléin and a list 
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pp.15, 126, 166.
10 British Library, Add. MS 39259 – 39270: Materials for a History of Clann-Cuilein (the. eastern division of 
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of the saints commemorated in Clann Chuiléin. The volume also contains a list of the 
bishops and officials of Killaloe and a list of church sites in east Clare, as well as
ecclesiological notes for the district in the hand of the notable antiquary T.J. Westropp. 

Twigge was particularly interested in the saints of east Co. Clare. He appended notes to 
his rather inaccurate translation of the poem, some of which were given as evidence to 
support his view of parish placenames. For example, according to Twigge ‘Subhalaidh
[was the] patron of the parish of Cell-Subhalaid, and titular of Cell-Subhalaid in the 
parish of Inis-Cronain, which was once an independent parish’.12 He goes on to state
that ‘the name of this saint does not appear in any calendar, but she is mentioned 
among the saints of Leth-Mogha in MS 23. L. 11 of the RIA and must have been of 
renown in her day since two churches in Uí Chaisín were either founded by her, or 
dedicated to her’. 13

The two churches Twigge refers to are Kilnasoolagh (Ceall Átha na Súlach) and Kiltolagh 
(Ceall tSubhalaigh), the latter being a ruined church and graveyard in Carrowkeel More
townland in Inchicronan parish. However, it appears that this is a misreading by Twigge 
and Subhalach, incidentally who was probably male and a local anchorite, was likely only 
associated with Kiltolagh (Ceall tSubhalaigh).14 Kilnasoolagh, rather, being derived 
(possibly) from Ceall Átha na Súlach (church of the ford of the bubbles) as can be 
evinced from its phonetic form retained in some of the early spellings.15

The text

The provenance and original date of the poem is not known. It is thought that it could 
be derived from an ancient source that Aindrias Mac Cruitín had at his disposal when 
compiling the first transcribed version in 1721. Mac Cruitín may have drawn from a 
surviving local manuscript associated with Inis Cathaigh and the extensive termon of St 
Seanán. We know that several manuscripts relating to Inis Cathaigh, and the saints of 
southwest Co. Clare, were still in circulation in the seventeenth century. 

                                                            
12 British Library, Ms Add 39269: Materials for a History of Clann-Cuilein (the. eastern division of county 
Clare), [Ecclesiastical History of East Clare], p.46. 
13 Ibid.
14 Pádraig Ó Riain, Diarmuid Ó Murchadha & Kevin Murray, Historical Dictionary of Gaelic Placenames: 
Foclóir Stairiúil Áitainmneacha na Gaeilge’ Fascicle 4, Irish Texts Society, London, 2011, p.52. 
15 The earliest reference to Kilnasoolagh can be found in the Papal Registers for the year 1256 when it was 
referred to as ‘Kelluonasulech’. The next recording of the church occurs in the early fourteenth century (c. 1302-
6 but possibly 1322) valuation of Irish dioceses where it was recorded as ‘Kellomsoleach’. The ‘o’ therein 
probably represents Átha or ford/stream in the Irish form. W. H. Bliss (ed.), Calendar of Entries in the Papal 
Registers relating to Britain and Ireland: Papal Letters Vol. I AD 1198-1304, London, 1893, p.326; H.S. 
Sweetman (ed), Calendar of Documents Relating to Ireland Preserved in his Majesty’s Public Record Office: 
1302-1307, London 1886, p.301 Other forms closer to Ceall Átha na Súlach include 'Lateran Regesta 455A: 
1449', Calendar of Papal Registers Relating to Great Britain and Ireland, Volume 10: 1447-1455 (1915), p.441 
where it is recorded as ‘Killathnasuleach’ for the year 1449. Also see Pádraig Ó Riain, Diarmuid Ó Murchadha 
& Kevin Murray, Historical Dictionary of Gaelic Placenames: Foclóir Stairiúil Áitainmneacha na Gaeilge’ 
Fascicle 3, Irish Texts Society, London, 2008, p.129



When Friar Micheál Ó Cléirigh visited Quin Friary in 1635 he copied parts of the book 
belonging to the coarb (comharba) of Seanán of Inis Cathaigh, Amhra Senáin (Eulogy of 
Seanán), which had been deposited at Quin Friary under the guardianship of 
Fr Donnchadh Mac Giolla Seanáin.16 The Uí Ghiolla Sheanáin held the priorship of Inis 
Cathaigh in the fifteenth century and served as hereditary clergy there, probably also 
holding the appellation Comharba Shenáin along with the Meic Catháin.17 A body of texts 
therefore existed in relation to Inis Cathaigh and St Seanán, and perhaps it was one of 
these that served as the original exemplar for the poem. 

The poem is composed in Classical Irish although it appears to have been modernised in 
the transcribed version of Aindrias Mac Cruitín. According to O’Curry the poem was 
attributed to St Seanán and comprised ‘10 quatrains naming all of the saints of Leath 
Mogha who recommended him as the chief saint and preceptor of the south, together 
with the Dalcassian princes who paid him tithes and homage’. 18 Twigge, in his Materials 
for a History of Clann-Cuilein agrees with O’Curry’s description and adds that St 
Seanán’s championing of Leath Mogha (southern half of Ireland) was in ‘opposition to 
the famous school of St Finnian of Cluain Eraird’ (Clonard) and represented ‘friendly 
rivalry between the northern and southern saints’. Hence, the saints recalled in the 
poem were called upon to help in releasing Leath Mogha from a bondage imposed on it 
by Leath Chuinn, represented by St Finnian of Clonard. 

The poem represents an important list of hitherto unknown saints. As already 
mentioned, Subhalach is referred to, as are other obscure saints who only briefly feature 
in any of the traditional Calendars or Lives. If they existed they were probably ancient
anchorites, the memory of who had largely been forgotten in their own localities. 
Examples found in the poem include Maileala and Coimhghiollán. While the majority of 
the saints listed can be identified with sites in Co. Clare and Co. Galway, others were 
associated with nearby counties such as Ailbhe of Emly in Co. Tipperary, Neasán of 
Limerick, Soidhealbh of Co. Cork, as well as further afield such as Mughain of
Co. Kildare. The absence, however, of the popular Co. Clare saint Mac Reithe (Mac 
Creiche) of Kilmacreehy in the poem is noteworthy. There appears no particular reason 
for the choice of the saints enumerated in the poem, though many also featured in a 
poem that identified the saintly progeny of Inghean Bhaoith of Killinaboy.19 The poem’s 
author took care to list most of the female saints in the same verse which features the 
most notable female saint of Co. Clare, Inghean Bhaoith. Whatever the author’s

                                                            
16 Nollaig Ó Muraíle (ed) Mícheál Ó Cléirigh, His Associates and St Anthony’s College, Louvain, Four Courts 
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17 On the Uí Ghiolla Shenáin operating as hereditary clergy at Inis Cathaigh see a Papal mandate issued in 1482 
documenting the Priorship of Inis Cathaigh being transferred between father and son. 'Lateran Regesta 831: 
1482-1483', Calendar of Papal Registers Relating to Great Britain and Ireland, Volume 13: 1471-1484 (1955), 
p.842. On the Meic Catháin as coarbs of Inis Cathaigh, in 1582 Nicholas Cahan was inducted to the coarbship 
by the archdeacon of Killaloe under the Episcopal Seal of Mauricius (Muircheartach) Ó Briain, Bishop of 
Killaloe. Henry Cotton, Fasti Ecclesiae Hibernicae, Vol.V, Hodges, Smith & Co. Dublin, 1860, pp.66-67.
18 Eugene, O’Curry, Catalogue of Irish Manuscripts: Hodges & Smith Collection, Vol 1, p.29.
19 See Brussels, Bibliotheque Royale 2324-2340 [Mícheál Ó Cléirigh, 1629]. The text has been edited in Irish 
Texts iv, 93-4.



motivation, it now appears rather obscure and we are unlikely to determine, with any 
degree of certainty, the original reason for particular saints recalled in the poem. 

As already noted, the provenance of the original poem is uncertain. There exists little 
internal evidence that conclusively dates or identifies the place of composition. However, 
the reference to Mochonna seach gach neach (‘above everyone else’) suggests a Feakle 
provenance on the basis of Mochonna, the patron of Feakle, being extolled above the 
other saints in the poem. This point, however, is far from certain. Alternatively, the 
association with St Seanán and the fact that the poem is frequently found in the
company of a cluster of poems attributed to, or involving St Seanán, may point to an 
Inis Cathaigh provenance. 

The transcription and translation used here has been kindly supplied by Prof. Pádraig 
Ó Riain. The translation by Twigge is rather inaccurate and this version is given to 
correct defects in Twigge’s translation and provide readers with a version that can be 
used for future study. Twigge appears to have been the only antiquary to attempt a 
translation of the poem as otherwise the text has remained largely overlooked and has 
not been printed to date. While Twigge’s interest in the poem was primarily focused on 
the identities of those saints associated with east Co. Clare, it is apparent that he 
intended to use the poem as source material for his research on the ecclesiology of 
Clann Chuiléin. 

It would be remiss, therefore, if I did not enter a plea for an industrious editor to take 
on the task of editing and publishing Twigge’s material, not least because publication 
would yield rich pickings for the study of local history. It is hoped that printing the full 
text of this poem on the saints of Munster furthers historians’ understanding of the 
ecclesiology of Munster, as well as those placenames where only in nuda nomina the 
saints recalled here still survive.



Poem on the saints of Munster

1. Tugsad20 naoimh Mumhan go maith, do shíol Chonaire21 an chaomhraith,

go m[b]adh misi thall ’na ttigh a bproitchidh22 is a ccuimsidh.

2. Tugsad a n-aoinchinn uile comas ó rígh go ruire,

comas a ttaoisioch is a mban, a móradh san, nó a mórmheath.

3. Tug Crónán seasmhach gan tigh is23 Flannán mac Toirdhealbhaigh.

Tug Muchuille mar do dhligh, tug Coimhghiollán, tug Fínghin.

4. Tug dhamh Dodhrán ó Dh[ubhdh]aire24, is Laichtín fionn foirglidhe.

Tug Mochonna seach gach neach, tug Caimín In(n)si Cea(l)ltrach.

5. Tug dhamh Lucht(a)ighearn nár thim, agus Conall mac Domhnaill,

Maileala25 is Blaithmhac nach fann, maraon is Éinne Árann.

6. Tug dhamh Ruadhán tré eala26, tug ua Suanaigh(e) cheana.

Tug Mainchín thigiodh ’na ndáil, tug Fíonán caoin, tug Neasán.

7. Tug Mac Aíbhléin(e) cheana, tug Bréanainn mac Fionnlogha.

Tug Mac [F]aircheallaigh ó’ thigh, tug Ailbhe mór ó Imligh.

                                                            
20 The text and translation have been provided by Prof. Pádraig Ó Riain from Maynooth manuscript 41, p. 66, 
collated with RIA MS 23 L 11, p.263. Round brackets indicate grammatically incorrect (but sometimes 
metrically required) letters; square brackets indicate editorial additions. Punctuation is editorial; capital letters, 
lenition and length-marks have been added or omitted where appropriate.
21 The Síol Conaire usually denoted the Múscraighe peoples descended from Conaire Mór’s son Aonghas. Here, 
however, the reference is evidently to the descendants of Conaire’s other son, Oilill Baschaoin, who included 
Seanán and the Corca Bhaiscinn.
22 This may derive from pridhchidh, ‘preaches’.
23 Marginal note added as follows: ‘Error Sanctus Flannanus Romae Episcopus consecratus an. 639. Senanus 
autem obit an. 554. D.C.’
24 The correct form of the name, now Doora, is Dubhdhoire.
25 The name is sometimes written Maol Dala.
26 Here rhyming with cheana, the word eala, ‘swan’, makes no sense.



8. Tug Inghean Bhuidhe27, tug Mughain, tug Sárnaid, tug Subhalaidh,28

Tug Fursa is Ríc(h)ill go glic, tug Soidheilbh(e) tug Fíon(n)[mh]aith.29

9. Do-rinniodar gearán riom, na naoimh sin do thuirmheas liom.

Leagáidiocht Leithe Mogha [i] mbroid ag Finnéan Chluana hIorraird.

10. Do-chuadhas-[s]o toisg nár thim, is deich céad naomh maille rinn.

Níor dheoin le Leath Chuinn go ngus an chros a-(t)tuaigh tugas.

Tug // asad // naoimh

                                                            
27 The more correct spelling is Bhaoith.
28 The note added in the margin leaves the ending difficult to read. The more correct form would be Subhalach.
29 As no saint of the name Fionnaith is known, this possibly stands for Fíonmhaith, an alternative name for 
Inghean Bhaoith.



Translation & Notes30

1. The saints of Munster of the seed of fair and prosperous Conaire brought it about well, so 
as for me to be, yonder in their house, their preacher and their master.

2. They brought it all under one head, authority from king and over-king, the authority of the 
chieftains and their women, to glorify them or to bring them into great decline.

3. Firm Crónán without house brought it about, as did Flannán son of Toirdhealbhach and 
Mochuille, as he ought, and Coimhghiollán and Fínghin.31

4. Dodhrán of Doora brought it about for me, as did excellent and fair Laichtín. Mochonna, 
above everyone else, brought it about, as did Caimín of Inishcaltra.32

5. Fearless Luchtighearn brought it about for me, as did Conall son of Domhnall, Maol Eala 
and Blathmhac, who was not weak, together with Éinne of Aran.33

                                                            
30 Details contained in the foregoing notes concerning individual saints, unless otherwise indicated, are from 
Pádraig Ó Riain, A Dictionary of Irish Saints, Four Courts Press, Dublin, 2011. 
31 This is Crónán of Tuamgraney in the barony of Tulla, Co. Clare and he gave his name to the nearby parish of 
Inchicronan. There is a tradition that Inis Iobhthonn, an island in the vicinity of Limerick, was donated to 
Crónán as well as to St Mainchín. An alternative reference for this Crónán could be Crónán of Roscrea in the 
barony of Ikerrin in Co. Tipperary where he had an obit of 665. Flannán was the most important of the Dál 
gCais saints and revered by the Uí Bhriain as a direct ancestor. Flannán is thought to have flourished in the mid-
eighth century though his date of death is uncertain. His Life reveals that Flannán was sent to Blathmac of 
Ráthblathmaic in Inchiquin barony in Co. Clare to be taught, only to return to Killaloe where he undertook a 
pilgrimage to Rome. On his reception back in Ireland Flannán’s father Toirdhelbhach forsook worldly goods 
and retired to a monastery at Lismore. Flannán gave his name to Killaspuglonane near Ennistymon in northwest 
Co. Clare. Mochuille of Tulla in Co. Clare is one of two saints in the poem with a Tulla barony provenance. The 
other is Mochonna. Mochuille was genealogically connected to the Uí Rónghaile lineage of Tulla. There are 
around thirteen known holy wells dedicated to Mochuille in Co. Clare parishes and he was regarded as a brother
to Seanán Liath, patron of Kiltenanlea. An inquisition held in 1627 referred to the book of Mochuille in 
determining the extent of Tearmon Tulla, part of which had been alienated to a branch of the Meic Conmara 
who held the rectorship of Tulla in the late fourteenth century (viz. RIA MS 24 D 17, pp.45-46.). Coimhghiollán 
was the daughter of Earnach, reputedly the mother of St Seanán of Inis Cathaigh. Coimhghiollán (Coimhgheall) 
was of the Alltraighe people from north Co. Kerry. In R.W. Twigge’s translation of the poem he incorrectly 
transcribes this name as ‘Caringiollan’. Fínghin was associated with Quin, Templemaley and Kilraghtis parishes 
in Upper Bunratty barony, Co. Clare. Little is known about Fínghin, although he is the patron of the parish 
church at Quin, The church is situated across the Rine River from Quin Friary, which was built on the site of a 
Norman castle. St Fínghin’s church was burnt in 1278 by Donnchadh, the son of Brian Ruadh Ó Briain, where 
they inflicted a defeat on De Clare and burnt the church over the heads of English (viz. Annals of Loch Cé, sub 
anno, 1278). By 1839 there was no local memory of Fínghin in Quin.
32 Dodhrán was associated with Doora parish near Ennis. When John O’Donovan visited Doora in 1839 he 
noted that while Dodhrán’s memory was celebrated on the 3 November and that a holy well dedicated to the 
saint located a quarter of a mile east of Doora church, he was far from convinced that the parish name was 
derived from the saint. Rather, O’Donovan suggested that ‘Duran’ was a fabricated name from Dú (dobhar), 
‘water’. However, a ‘Dorani episcopi’ is mentioned in Grevenus of Colonge’s version of the Martyrology of 
Usuard which lends credence to the view that Dodhrán was in fact a local saint. Laichtín, of Freshford in Co. 
Kilkenny, was celebrated in Co. Clare where the reliquary of his arm was kept until the mid-seventeenth century 
in the parish of Kilnamona. It appears that he died in the 620s. (viz. T. J. Westropp, ‘The Churches of County 
Clare, and the Origin of the Ecclesiastical Divisions in That County’, Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, 
1900, pp.100-176, p.109). Mochonna was associated with the parish of Feakle in Tulla barony in east Co. Clare. 
It was believed that Feakle, or Fiacail meaning ‘tooth’, was derived from the saint losing his tooth there. An 
alternative translation is Fiodh choill, meaning ‘wild wood’. The poem refers to Mochonna seach gach neach
(‘Mochonna above everyone else’) which may, perhaps, support a Feakle provenance for the poem. (viz. John 
O’Donovan, Ordnance Survey Letters: The Antiquities of County Clare, CLASP Press, Ennis, 2003, p.182). 
Caimín of Inishcaltra was said to be the founder of the church on Holy Island. The annals place Caimín’s death 
in 651. In one genealogical tract his mother is given as Cuman, an aunt of the well-known Co. Clare saint, 
Inghean Bhaoith. 



6. Ruadhán brought it about for me through […?], as did the grandson of Suanach, Mainchín, 
who used to come into their presence, brought it about, as did pleasant Fíonán and Neasán.34

7. The son of Aoibhléan brought it about, as did Bréanainn son of Fionnlugh, The son of 
[F]aircheallach brought it about from his house, as did great Ailbhe from Imleach.35

                                                                                                                                                                                             
33 Luchtighearn of Tomfinlough was said to have belonged to the Tradraighe whose territory is almost 
coterminous with the barony of Bunratty Lower. Luchtighearn is said to have been the founder of the monastic 
site at Tomfinlough of which little remains of the original foundation, with the exception of three stone heads 
that are extant in the doorway of the ancient church, on the southeast parameter of Tomfinlough church. 
Luchtighearn flourished in the seventh century and was a contemporary of Mac Reithe. The church at 
Drumcliffe in the barony of the Islands in Co. Clare was an old monastic site whose  coarbs were the Uí Mhaoir, 
and was also known as ecclesia sancti Conaldi. Little else is known about Conall, but other saints in Ireland 
share the same name, making identification difficult. Conall of Drumcliffe was probably also the patron of the 
church of Kilconnell in Kilmacreehy in northwest Co. Clare (viz. Dermot F. Gleeson, ‘The Patron Saint of 
Dromcliffe’, Molua, 1958, pp.46-47, p.46; Luke McInerney, ‘A Note on the Uí Mhaoir of Drumcliff, Co. Clare’, 
Other Clare, Vol. 35, 2011, pp.26-29). Little is known about Maol Eala (or Maeleala) but he appears to have 
been from northwest Co. Clare. He features in Mac Reithe’s Life and assisted in expelling a water-monster in 
the locality. Neither his feast day nor any church dedications to him are known. Blathmac of Rathbláthmaic, 
Co. Clare, features in the Life of Flannán where he taught Flannán at Rathbláthmaic monastery. The hereditary 
clerical lineage, the Uí Chiaróg who held lands at Rathbláthmaic until the 1660s, were said to be of the same 
tribal grouping of Blathmac. The crozier-head of Blathmac was purchased from the Rev. Stephen Walsh, parish 
priest of Corofin for £5 in 1850 and is now at the National Museum. The two bronze bells of Rathbláthmaic 
were purchased at the same time by the Royal Irish Academy. (viz. Luke McInerney, ‘A note on the Uí Chiaróg 
clerical lineage of Rathbláthmaic’, Other Clare, Vol.36, 2012 [forthcoming]; Raghnall Ó Floinn, ‘Two ancient 
bronze bells from Rath Blathmach, Co. Clare’, North Munster Antiquarian Journal, Vol.XXXII, 1990, pp.19-
29, p.19). Éinne of Inishmore is the best known saint from the Aran Islands and there are numerous dedications 
to him in holy wells and churches, including Éinne’s church on Aran and Killeany in the Burren.
34 Ruadhán of Lorrha in Lower Ormond, Co. Tipperary, probably shared kinship with the ruling Eoghanacht of 
Cashel. Some of the earliest texts which refer to Ruadhán date from the period 750-850, confirming his 
importance and also that of church at Lorrha which developed into an important ecclesiastical site. The Irish 
annals place his death as 584. The reference to Suanach may refer to the Uí Shuanaigh lineage who, as a group, 
produced several saints and anchorites in north Connacht. It appears that the representative of the Uí Shuanaigh 
clerical lineage of Tearmonn Uí Shuanaigh in the parish of Kilmacduagh, Co. Galway, is the individual called 
upon in this poem. Mainchín is a well-known saint associated with St Munchin parish near Limerick. He was of 
the Dál gCais and was granted King’s Island near Limerick city. Fíonán Cam (Cam, bent/squint-eyed) was 
associated with various locations, including Innisfallen in Co. Kerry. Texts refer to his activities in Co. Kerry 
and he was supposedly educated by another Co. Kerry saint, Bréanainn of Clonfert. Neasán of Mungret in 
Pubblebrien, Co. Limerick first appears in the texts of the ninth century Tripartite Life of St Patrick where it is 
stated that Neasán met St Patrick when a child and was baptized by him. Neasán’s church at Mungret achieved 
prominence before the twelfth century, but declined in influence thereafter, on account of not attaining cathedral 
status. Rather, that status went to St Marys church in Limerick whose cathedral status was confirmed at the 1111
Synod of Rathbrassil.
35 This is Mocheallóg the son of Aoibhléan of Inch in the barony of Corkaguiny, Co. Cork. Mocheallóg was 
associated with the church Inisvickillane (Inis Mhic Aoibhléan) in Co. Kerry. Kilmallock in Co. Limerick is 
thought by some to have been originally derived from Mocheallóg of Co. Kerry. Bréanainn of Clonfert in 
Co. Galway, is noted for his famous voyage which was preserved in translation in many manuscript sources 
throughout Europe. Bréanainn’s association with Co. Clare occurred when, on his return from his famous 
voyage, he was brought to Inishdadroum (Inis Dá Dhroma), an island in the Shannon estuary in Killadysert 
parish, where he founded a monastery. It is probably no coincidence that Inishdadroum retained rectory status 
down to the seventeenth century and that the Augustinian canons founded an important priory on Canon Island 
(Inisgad), a large island next to Inishdadroum. Bréanainn’s death is placed toward the end of the sixth century. 
(viz. Rev. Philip Dwyer, The Diocese of Killaloe from the Reformation to the Eighteenth Century, Hodges, 
Foster & Figgis, Dublin, 1878, p.163). The son of [F]aircheallach was Flann of Derrynaflan in the parish of 
Graystown, barony of Slievardagh, Co. Tipperary. Flann apparently was associated with the ascetic céile Dé
movement and died in 825. Ailbhe is an important saint associated with Emly (Imleach Iobhair) in Clanwilliam 
barony in Co. Tipperary. Ailbhe is credited with evangelizing Munster and was associated with the Co. Clare 
saint, Mac Reithe (Mac Creiche), who was his pupil and also Neasán of Mungret. Ailbhe’s death is placed at 
534. 



8. The daughter of Baoth brought it about, as did Mughain, Sárnaid and Subhalach. Fursa did 
so, as did clever Ríceall, Soidhealbh and Fíonmhaith.36

9. All these saints that I’ve enumerated here made complaint to me about Leath Mogha’s 
legate-ship being in bondage to Finnian of Clonard.37

                                                            
36 The daughter of Baoth, more commonly known as Inghean Bhaoith of Killinaboy in Co. Clare, features as 
an important saint. Her church at Killinboy contains a Sheila-na-gig above the doorway, perhaps in veneration 
to either a female deity or to Inghean Bhaoith and her cult. Local devotion to the saint remained strong into 
the nineteenth century when Ordnance Survey officials recorded that a popular name in the district for females 
had been ‘Innerwee’. (viz. John O’Donovan, Ordnance Survey Letters: The Antiquities of County Clare, p.12). 
Mughain of Lyons in Co. Kildare was said to have been baptized by St Patrick along with other family 
members. Mughain is connected to Co. Clare through her namesake Kilmoon parish in the Burren. It is 
probably deliberate that Mughain and Ingheann Bhaoith, as female saints, both feature on the same line in the 
poem. Sárnad (or Suanach) is regarded as a female saint associated with north Connacht. However, Suanach 
may have had an association with Kilmacduagh where a saint named Sórnach is identified, perhaps suggesting 
the same saint. At any rate, an association with Kilmacduagh would place her closer to the Galway-Clare 
border and perhaps for the reason of geographical affinity she is recalled in this poem. Subhalaid or Subhalach 
gave his name to Kiltolagh in Carrowkeel More townland in the parish of Inchicronan, Co. Clare. The 
identification of Subhalach by Twigge and his belief that Subhalach was the patron of Kilnasoolagh in Co. 
Clare appears one of the reasons for his attempted translation of this poem. Elsewhere in his antiquarian notes, 
Twigge refers to Subhalach as ‘patron of the parish of Cell-Subhalaid, and titular of Cell-Subhalaid in the 
parish of Inis-Cronain’. Cell-Subhalaid was regarded by some as the Irish form of Kilnasoolagh, though the 
etymological origin of the name confounded scholar Eugene O’Curry who, writing on Kilnasoolagh in 1839, 
noted that ‘the present name of this Parish with the Irish speaking peasantry is Cill-á-na-Súla, and tho’ this is 
evidently a corruption, still it is very difficult to say what the true original form of the name’. O’Curry goes on 
to state that ‘there are three instances of the name as Cill-Subhalighe [i.e. in the Cathréim Thoirdhealbhaigh], 
that is, the Church of Saint Subhalach, while there is but one instance of Cill-ó-na-Suileach, a name which I 
do not understand and which of course I could not translate; therefore, I am of opinion that Cill Subhalach is 
the proper name.’ It would appear that only in the instance of Cill-ó-na-Suileach that this is a reference to 
Kilnasoolagh and more closely accords with the view that the correct form is Ceall Átha na Súlach. The other 
references are to Kiltolagh in Inchicronan. Little else is known about Subhalach but we may presume that he 
was probably a local anchorite that lived sometime prior to the twelfth century, perhaps around Inchicronan.
Fursa of Killursa, barony of Clare in Co. Galway was mentioned by the Saxon ecclesiastical writer, Bede, who 
provided an account of Fursa’s life and his travel to England where he founded a church in East Anglia before 
moving to Gaul (France) where he established the monastery of Lagny. Fursa’s cult was popular in Ireland 
and abroad and in other texts he is mentioned in connection to curses on those who infringed on the boundary 
of Inis Cathaigh. Fursa died in 650 in Gaul. Ríceall (or Ríceann) is said to have been a female ancestor of 
Clann Mhic Chonmara and patron of Clooney parish. Clooney parish comprised the ancient territory of Clann 
Mhic Chonmara known as Uí Chaisín, or Bunratty Upper in modern times. When John O’Donovan visited the 
district in 1839 he recalled a local rhyme which credited local saints with various foundations, including 
Ríceall who was known locally under the diminutive form Rícín: Mochuille a tTulaigh, Mochunna sa 
bhFiacail, Finghín Chúinche, is Rícín Chluaine. (viz. John O’Donovan, Ordnance Survey Letters: The 
Antiquities of County Clare, p.225). Little is known about Soidhealbh and there are various possibilities as to 
her identity. However, a Munster/Desmond origin is probably given the context of the poem here, and hence 
she may have been a sister of a female saint named Ceillseach and associated with Áth na gCeall, a site in the 
townland of Gortnagross in the parish of Ballyclogh in Co. Cork. Fionaith, also known as Fíonmhaith is 
recorded as the actual name of Inghean Bhaoith of Killinaboy, though there remains some uncertainty with 
this point. At any rate, it appears that that Inghean Bhaoith may have been called upon twice in the poem; in 
the first instance as Inghean Bhaoith, and secondly as Fíonmhaith. Fíonmhaith is referred to again in the same 
manuscript transcribed by Aindrias Mac Cruitín in 1721 where, following Tugsad naoimh mumhan go maith, 
another text begins ‘Fionnmhaith inghean Bhaodh’.
37 Finnian of Clonard in Co. Meath was patron of one of the most important churches in early medieval 
Ireland. Probably for this reason he features prominently in this poem and that the churches of southern 
Ireland were in ‘bondage’ to Finnian of Clonard. Finnian had connections with the important monastic site of 
Terryglass in Co. Tipperary where he was reputed a teacher of Colum of Terryglass. Finnian is credited with 
founding many churches on his journey into Connacht and the saint died sometime in the late sixth century.



10. I went on a journey that was not easy, accompanied by a thousand saints; it was without 
the leave of powerful Leath Chuinn that I brought the cross from the North.

Their Saints Brought...
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